In this paper we present a new, query based approach for approximating polygonal chains in the plane. We give a few results based on this approach, some of more general interest, and propose a greedy heuristic to speed up the computation. Our algorithms are simple, based on standard geometric operations, and thus suitable for efficient implementation. We also show that the query based approach can be used to obtain a subquadratic time exact algorithm with infinite beam criterion and Euclidean distance metric if some condition on the input path holds. Although in a special case, this is the first subquadratic result for path approximation with Euclidean distance metric.
Introduction
A polygonal path or chain P in the plane, with n vertices, is defined as an ordered set of vertices (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ), such that any two consecutive vertices p i , p i+1 are connected by the line segment p i p i+1 , for 1 i < n. The polygonal path approximation problem is to approximate a general polygonal path P by another polygonal path P whose vertices are constrained to form an ordered subset of the vertices of P . The problem appears as a subproblem in many applications in geographic information systems (GIS), cartography, computer graphics, medical imaging and data compression. For example, with recent imaging technologies, medical and satellite images have become very rich in details. Analyzing such images or using them in interactive remote WWW-based applications may require a significant amount of time. Thus, path approximation algorithms can be used to simplify/compress those images, for the purpose of efficient storage or for progressive transmission to a remote site. Similar observations apply to map representation in geographic information systems, where in many situations (animations, etc.) a high level of detail is unnecessary or even unwanted.
Problem definition
Given a planar polygonal path P = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ), the polygonal path approximation problem is to find a path P = (p i 1 = p 1 , p i 2 , . . . , p i m = p n ) such that, for each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m − 1}: (i) i j < i j +1 , where i j , i j +1 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and (ii) the subpath (p i j , p i j +1 , . . . , p i j+1 ) of P is contained in some error tolerance region of the line segment p i j p i j+1 . We will also consider the case when the vertices of the approximation are not restricted to a subset of the original path.
The error tolerance region of a line segment p i p j is defined by an error measure criterion. A few error criteria have been used in solving various polygonal path approximation problems, not necessarily of the form above [1] [2] [3] 5, [9] [10] [11] 13, 16, 17, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] 28] . If not otherwise specified, we consider the error criterion used in [10, 16, 23, 28] , called the infinite beam or parallel-strip criterion, with the Euclidean, L 2 measure of distance. With this criterion, the ε-tolerance region of a line segment p i p j is the set of points that are within distance ε from the line L(p i p j ) supporting the line segment p i p j (see Fig. 1(I) ). If a subpath P i j ,i j+1 = (p i j , p i j +1 , . . . , p i j+1 ) of P is contained in the ε-tolerance region of the line segment p i j p i j+1 of P , then p i j p i j+1 is an ε-approximating segment for P i j ,i j+1 . A path P is an ε-approximation of P if each line segment p i j p i j+1 of P , for j = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1, is an ε-approximating segment.
Other commonly used error criteria are the tolerance zone and uniform measure. With the tolerance zone criterion [21, 23, 24] , the ε-tolerance region of a line segment p i p j is the region of space that is the union of all radius-ε disks centered at points along the segment p i p j (see Fig. 1(II) ). With the uniform error measure [2] , the error of a line segment p i p j is defined as max{d(p k , p i p j ) | i k j }, where d(p k , p i p j ) denotes the vertical distance between p k and p i p j (see Fig. 1(III) ). This measure applies to x-monotone paths.
In this paper, we consider the optimization version of the polygonal path approximation problem, called the min-# problem: Given a polygonal path P and a positive approximation error ε, find an ε-approximating path P of P with the smallest number of vertices.
While the tolerance zone criterion would produce a compressed version that better captures the features of the original path, the motivation for studying the problem under infinite beam criterion is two fold. The first reason is that the best known solutions under tolerance zone criterion compute approxi- mating lines or semilines in order to obtain approximating segments. Thus, some of our results may be useful for this error criterion. The second reason is that infinite beam criterion gives a better degree of compression (see Fig. 2 ).
Lemma 1.
Let P be an ε-approximating path of P with tolerance zone criterion. Then P is an ε-approximating path of P with infinite beam criterion.
Proof. If a point of P is within distance ε from a line segment p i j p i j+1 of P , then it is within distance ε from the line L(p i j p i j+1 ) supporting p i j p i j+1 . 2
Previous work
Early results for the min-# problem, under various error criteria, were presented by Imai and Iri [21] [22] [23] , Melkman and O'Rourke [24] and Toussaint [28] . In particular, Imai and Iri [23] have formulated the problem in terms of graph theory: construct a path approximation, unweighted directed acyclic graph G and then use breadth first search to compute a shortest path in this graph. Their formalism has been later exploited by most of the algorithms devoted to the problem [2, 5, 9, 10, 16] . However, with the exception of Agarwal and Varadarajan algorithms [2] , all the other algorithms have quadratic or superquadratic time complexity. The algorithms in [2] combine the previous iterative graph based approach with divide and conquer and, using graph compression techniques and more complicated data structures, achieve O(n 4/3+δ ) time and space complexities, where δ > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant. However, those algorithms work for the L 1 distance metric and it has been left as an open problem in [2] to extend them to the more general, L 2 distance metric. Very recently, algorithms with running times that depend on the size of the output have been proposed in [12] , by observing that only the edges of G that are needed by the shortest path computation in G need be computed. The most popular heuristic method that is used in path approximation, the recursive simplification heuristic of Douglas and Peucker [14] , can be implemented in O(n log * n) time [19] , but does not guarantee to find an optimal solution. If the vertices of the approximating path are not required to be a subset of the vertices of the input, then faster algorithms are possible [17, 18, 22] . Exploiting this fact, given a monotone polygonal path P and a parameter ε > 0, linear time algorithms are proposed in [1] for computing an approximating path with vertices among those of P . Specifically, they compute in linear time an optimal set of ε 2 -approximating segments for P , called a segment cover, such that, if the segment e j approximates the subpath P i j ,i j+1 = (p i j , p i j +1 , . . . , p i j+1 ) of P then the endpoints of e j are within the ε 2 -radius disks centered at p i j and p i j+1 , respectively. Then, they prove that the corresponding line segment p i j p i j+1 is an ε-approximating segment for P i j ,i j+1 .
Solutions to polygonal subdivision simplification problem are also based on polygonal path simplification. In [13] , polygonal path simplification has been used to approximate a subdivision S with N vertices and M extra points in O(N(N + M) log N) time. Finding a minimum size simplification is NP-hard [17] and, unless P = NP, one cannot obtain in polynomial time an approximation within a factor of n 1/5−δ of an optimal solution, for any δ > 0 [15] .
Our results
Quadratic or near-quadratic time algorithms for the planar min-# problem with L 2 distance metric have been developed almost two decades ago. However, no subquadratic time algorithms are known with the L 2 metric and no nontrivial lower bound could be proved. In this paper we present a new, query based approach for solving the min-# problem with infinite beam criterion, which carries out the computation in a dual space. We give a few results based on this approach, some of more general interest, and propose a greedy heuristic to speed up the computation. In particular, our results imply an O(n log n) time breadth first search procedure for some quadratic size graphs and an O(n log n) preprocessing, O(log n) query time solution for the following problem: Given n equal radius disks D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D n , construct a data structure that, for a query triplet (L, i, j), where L is a line and i and j are integers such that 1 i < j n, answers whether L intersects all disks D i , D i+1 , . . . , D j . Under the relaxation that the vertices of the approximating path are within the ε-tolerance regions of the vertices of P (instead of being among the vertices of P ), we further give an O(n log n) time, factor 2 approximation algorithm with the infinite beam criterion. Finally, we show that the dual space approach can be used to obtain a subquadratic time exact algorithm with infinite beam criterion and L 2 distance metric if the following condition on the input path holds:
is the Euclidean distance between p i and p j (in fact, it is enough to require that for each vertex p i ∈ P , only a "small" (constant) number of
Although in a special case, this is the first subquadratic result with the L 2 metric. For the general case our algorithm matches the best known, O(n 2 log n) worst case time bound under the infinite beam criterion [10] . All our algorithms require O(n log n) storage.
The algorithms we propose are simple, based on standard geometric operations. We have implemented a version of our solution and present experimental results and comparisons with previous path approximation algorithms.
Preliminaries
In this section, we briefly present the general structure of the previous algorithms for solving the min-# problem. We exemplify the algorithms for the infinite beam criterion. To solve the min-# problem, those algorithms first build a path approximation, directed acyclic graph G. The vertices of G are associated with the vertices of P and edges correspond to ε-approximating line segments for P . An optimal approximating path P is obtained by a shortest path computation in G. In general, G has O(n 2 ) complexity (O(n 4/3+δ ) in [2] ). As observed in [10] , in many cases one need not explicitly construct G: an optimal path can be computed while computing the ε-approximating segments. Let D(p i , ε) denote the disk with center p i and radius ε. The algorithms for computing the ε-approximating segments use an iterative, incremental approach similar to the following.
1: for i = 1 to n − 1 do 2: In this approach, the path length at a vertex of P could be updated multiple times, as the computation of ε-approximating edges proceeds. A more efficient approach [12] is to use a breadth first computation of the ε-approximating edges that simulates the breadth first shortest path computation in an ε-approximating graph G. The structure of the breadth first traversal (BFT) approach is presented below, with enqueue and dequeue being the standard queue operations.
1: enqueue(1) 2: for j = 2 to n do 3:
visit(j ) = 0. 4: end for 5:
If !visit(j ), check if p i p j is an ε-approximating segment; if yes then set visit(j ) = 1, set the path length at p j and enqueue(j). 9:
end while 11: until p n has been reached.
Lemma 2.
With the BFT approach, the shortest p 1 -to-p i path length at a vertex p i of P is correctly computed when the vertex is enqueued and will not be updated by future computation.
Proof. Simple and omitted. 2
Since some of our proofs make use of the algorithm in [2] we describe it in more details. For an input path P with n vertices, the algorithm constructs a compact (bipartite clique cover) representation G of the ε-approximation graph G(P ) by using a divide-and-conquer approach. Let P 1 be the subpath (p 1 , . . . , p n/2 ) of P and let P 2 be the subpath (p n/2 +1 , . . . , p n ) of P . The algorithm recursively computes the clique covers G 1 and G 2 of G(P 1 ) and G(P 2 ), respectively. In the merge step, the algorithm computes a clique cover G 12 of the edges E 12 of G(P ), where an edge e ∈ E 12 if it is an ε-approximating edge with one endpoint in P 1 and the other one in P 2 . Then,
is a clique cover of G(P ).
The size of the cover is shown to be O(n 4/3+δ ). Using this clique cover representation a shortest path from p 1 to p n can be computed in O(|G| + |V |) time.
To obtain G 12 , they [2] define Cone(p i ) for each p i ∈ P 1 and Cone(p j ) for each p j ∈ P 2 as follows. Cone(p i ) is the set of (rightward directed) rays emanating from p i such that a ray ρ ∈ Cone(p i ) if it intersects the vertical segment p
is the set of (leftward directed) rays emanating from 
The algorithm computes Cone(p i ) for each p i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and then maps the lines supporting the rays in Cone(p i ) to a line segment γ i in a dual plane using a standard point-line duality transform. Let Γ 1 be the set of line segments γ i , for 1 i n/2 and let Γ 2 be the set of line segments γ i , for n/2 + 1 i n. Noting that (p i , p j ) ∈ E 12 if and only if p j ∈ Cone(p i ) and p i ∈ Cone(p j ), the problem reduces to computing line segment intersections in the dual plane. Specifically, the problem of computing G 12 reduces to computing a family (2) each segment in Γ 1i intersects every segment in Γ 2i and (3) for every pair of intersecting segments
The family F is computed by constructing a segment-intersection-searching data structure on the set Γ 2 based on a multilevel partition tree, each of whose nodes is associated with a so-called canonical subset of Γ 2 . The total size of all canonical subsets in the tree is O(n 4/3+δ ). The queries for this structure are the segments of Γ 1 . The output of a query with a segment in Γ 1 is the union of a few pairwise disjoint canonical subsets which consists of exactly those segments in Γ 2 intersecting the query segment. For each canonical subset Γ 2i of Γ 2 , let Γ 1i ⊆ Γ 1 be the set of segments whose output contained Γ 2i . If Γ 1i = ∅, the pair (Γ 1i , Γ 2i ) is added to the family F .
The size of the resulting clique cover G 12 of E 12 is i (|Γ 1i | + |Γ 2i |), which is O(n 4/3+δ ), and the running time for computing G 12 is dominated by the time to compute the family F , which is O(n 4/3+δ ). If S(n) denotes the size of the clique cover of G(P ) computed by the algorithm, then the following recurrence inequality is satisfied: S(n) 2S(n/2) + cn 4/3+δ , where c is a positive constant. The recurrence solves for S(n) = O(n 4/3+δ ). Adding the O(n 4/3+δ ) time to compute a shortest path from p 1 to p n once the clique cover is available gives a total of O(n 4/3+δ ) time for computing an optimal ε-approximating path with the L 1 distance metric.
A query based approach
In this section we present our query approach for solving the polygonal path approximation problem. We first define two key operations, Query(·, ·) and Span(·), and show how to implement them efficiently. Then, we show how to use them to obtain efficient algorithms with: (i) a special, "vertical" error measure, and (ii) the L 2 distance metric, under the assumption that
From Lemma 2 above, it follows that with the BFT approach a vertex p j of P that has been marked as visited need not be checked again in pairs (p i , p j ), with i < j. Let p i be the vertex dequeued by the BFT algorithm. Since it may happen that many vertices immediately following p i have been already visited, we should avoid including those vertices in future computation associated with p i . However, incremental approaches cannot avoid this computation. Then, it may be appropriate to combine the BFT algorithm described in the previous section with a query method for computing ε-approximating edges, rather than using the incremental method of computation. This may also be interesting for practical applications mentioned earlier, such as animation, where one may want to approximate various subpaths of P at different times. To this end, we divide the vertices of P in three categories: (1) processed: those visited by BFT that are no longer in the queue, (2) active: those visited by BFT that are in the queue and (3) inactive: those that have not yet been reached by the BFT. With a query method, one should be able to answer fast if p i p j is an ε-approximating segment without first having to compute information for vertices p k , where i < k < j. Specifically, the following two operations should be supported.
• Span(i): compute the largest index j such that there is a line stabler through p i for the set of disks
Let V 1 , V 2 and V 3 be the sets of processed, active and inactive vertices, and consider the BFT algorithm at some stage. The queue associated with the BFT contains a set of vertices such that the shortest path lengths of any two of them differ by at most one. In other words, all vertices can be reached from p 1 with k − 1 or k links, for some integer 2 k n − 2. If p i 1 denotes the shortest p 1 -to-p i path length at p i , then
We further augment the BFT algorithm with a greedy approach: vertices in V 2 are maintained in two priority queues having as keys the indices of vertices of P , such that a dequeue operation on each of the queues returns the largest index in the queue. The first priority queue corresponds to vertices V Proof. The total number of vertices visited by the BFT algorithm before p n is reached is O(f (m) ). Only the visited vertices are enqueued in one of the two priority queues, resulting in a total of
Observe that it is possible to have p i ∈ (V 1 ∪ V 2 ) and p j ∈ V 3 such that i > j. However, only pairs of the form (i, j ), with p i ∈ V 1 2 , p j ∈ V 3 and i < j should be considered for Query(i, j ) operations. Thus, we need to maintain the set of inactive vertices such that, when a vertex p i is dequeued from the BFT queue, the inactive vertices p j , with j > i, are easily available.
Lemma 4. Assuming Span(i) is known, the inactive vertices for p i can be found in O(log I + k) time, where I is the set of currently inactive vertices and k is the number of inactive vertices in I with indices between i and Span(i). The set I of inactive vertices can be maintained in
Proof. Use a balanced binary search tree T on the inactive vertices. Initially, p 1 is in the queue and  p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p n are in T . The keys in T are the indices of the vertices in T . Assume that, after a number of steps in the BFT algorithm, p i is dequeued from the queue. We search T to find the first vertex with index larger than i. Then, the inactive vertices up to Span(i) can be found by a simple traversal in T . If one of the visited vertices p j becomes active (as a result of Query(i, j ) ), we remove the vertex from T . Then, since each remove operation in T takes O(log n) time and there are O(f (m)) remove operations overall, we obtain the claimed time and space bounds. 
To prove this lemma we first introduce some geometric structures. Let p i and p j , with i < j, be two vertices of P . For a vertex p k ∈ P , with i < k < j, let σ k denote the set of lines that are tangent to the disk D(p k , ε). Using a standard point-line duality transform, σ k is mapped to a hyperbola H k in the dual plane [20] . Any vertical line in the dual plane intersects each of the two branches of H k exactly once; the upper branch H From [27] , it follows that the complexities of L ij , U ij and the region I ij sandwiched between them are O(j − i) and that I ij has at most one connected component. (The last property is not true for different radii disks, in which case there could be O(j − i) connected components.) Since for a set of n equalradius disks, the space of line transversals that are restricted to pass through a common point p can have O(n) connected components [10, 12] , the line dual to p i can have O(j − i) disjoint segments in I ij . This is a key property that makes the min-# problem with infinite beam criterion somehow harder than with other error criteria (such as tolerance zone and uniform measure). It gives rise to the condition in Lemma 5:
, for 1 i < j n, assures that there is only one connected 
component (the details are given in [12] ). Consequently, the line dual to p i has at most one line segment in I ij . If we use a vertical error measure, however, where the error region of a point is a vertical line segment instead of a disk, the space of line transversals that are restricted to pass through a common point can be easily seen to have at most one connected component. Proof. The result can be obtained by a simple modification of Agarwal and Varadarajan [2] min-# algorithm for x-monotone paths with uniform metric. For infinite beam criterion and vertical distance metric, the difference is that right (or left) oriented rays are replaced by lines (the path P is not monotone) and thus wedges are replaced by double wedges. The only places where this plays a role are in the computation of the lower and upper convex hulls (of the upper and lower endpoints of the vertical error segments) and in the computation of the double cone at p i . The double cone at p i can be found by computing the largest separating double cone of the two convex hulls, if such a separation is possible. This reduces to computing the tangents from p i to the two convex hulls. Note that the convex hulls are used only to help compute the double cone at p i , since only the double cone at p i is important for the outcome of the algorithm. Then, to perform the incremental updating of the convex hulls and to compute the tangents in altogether O(log n) time, as in [2] , it suffices to use the solution in [16] , based on the on-line convex hull algorithm of Avis et al. [4] . Alternatively, we can maintain the convex hulls and answer queries efficiently by using recently developed linear space dynamic planar convex hull data structures, that allow insert and deletion of points in amortized O(log n) time per operation and support tangent queries through a given point in O(log n) time [8] . 2 We remark that a similar approach can be used with the L 1 metric. In that case, the space of line transversals to n L 1 disks, which are restricted to pass through a common point p, can have at most two connected components. This property is implicitly exploited by the subquadratic time algorithm in [2] .
In what follows, we set up the data structures for computing Span(i) and Query(i, j ). Let T be a complete binary tree such that the leaves of T are associated, in order, with the vertices of P . At each leaf l i , we also store the hyperbolic branches H [27] . We compute I (v) for all vertices v of T , using a divideand-conquer method implemented by a bottom up traversal of T . The boundary of I (v) is maintained as two monotone pieces, corresponding to the contributions of the lower and upper envelopes of the two sets of hyperbolic branches stored at the leaf descendants of v. Like in [5] , I (v) can be computed, for all vertices v in T , in a total of O(n log n) time by simple merge-like operations. Note that in general the region I (r) at the root r of T may be empty and thus T is a forest. We reorganize T , in the same time bound, in a family of trees F = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T s } such that T 1 's leaves correspond to the longest possible prefix D 1 = {D (p 1 , ε), D(p 2 , ε) , . . . , D(p j 1 , ε)} that admits a line transversal, T 2 's leaves correspond to the longest possible prefix starting at p j 1 +1 , and so on (see Fig. 5 ). Note that it is easy to construct examples where T would have (log n) more trees with nonempty intersection at the root than F (e.g., when all the vertices of P are on the x-axis except the last one, which is far above it). F is also useful in support of Lemma 7 below. We explain the process for obtaining T 1 . For the remaining trees in F the process is similar.
Let j 0 = 0. For the tree T 1 of F , we should find the largest possible index j 1 such that the region I j 0 +1,j 1 is not empty. We begin to construct T 1 by forming a search path π 1 starting from the leaf p 1 of T . In general, the path π i for some T i has an ascending phase and a descending phase. In each step of the ascending phase of the path π 1 , we go up to the parent node v p of the current node. We stop when I (v p ) is empty and we come at v p from a left child. Clearly, the leaves with indices from j 0 + 1 to the largest index of a leaf node in the subtree rooted at the left child v l of v p appear in T 1 . Let I 1 denote the region of these leaf descendants of v p . I 1 is computed while traversing π 1 using the merge-sort like procedure described for T (note that for T 1 it is the region stored at v l ).
We then begin the descending phase of π 1 from the right child v r of v p and keep going down to the left child v r l of v r until the intersection of I (v r l ) and I 1 is not empty or a leaf p k is reached. In the later case, j 1 is set to k − 1 or k, depending on whether the merged region of I (p k ) and I 1 is empty or not. In the former case, we update I 1 as the intersection of I (v r l ) and I 1 and continue the descending phase from the sibling node v r r of v r l (v r becomes v r r ). The descending path stops at some leaf node and we set j 1 to the index of that node or the index of the previous node, depending on whether the last node gives a non-empty or an empty intersection with I 1 . Thus, the value of j 1 is the sought largest possible index of T 1 .
With that, we begin to find the longest possible prefix for T 2 by forming another search path π 2 starting from the leaf node p j 1 +1 . We construct T 2 , T 3 and so on in the same way as we construct T 1 (see Fig. 6 ). Since for each tree T i of F , for 1 i s, the time to merge the regions associated with the leaves of T i at each node on π i is O(n i ), where n i is the number of leaves of T i , and the search path π i in T has O(log n) nodes, the computation of T i takes O(n i log n) time. Noting that s 1 O(n i ) = n, the total time to construct the forest F in O(n log n).
This implies the following result.
Lemma 7. F can be used to compute an approximating path with vertices inside the error tolerance regions of the vertices of P and of size at most twice the size of an optimal ε-approximating path with vertices among the vertices of P .
Proof. For each T i ∈ F , pick a point in the intersection stored at the root of T i and trim the dual line to a line segment with endpoints inside the first leaf and the last leaf of T i , resulting in |F| line segments. Then join the resulting segments to form a path, which adds |F| − 1 segments. Obviously, an optimal approximating path must have at least |F| vertices, from which the claim follows. Once F is available, the construction takes O(|F|) time. 2
Note that our 2-factor approximation solution is different from the greedy solutions in [1, 17, 24] , which consider wedges instead of double wedges and/or may depend on some predefined stabbing order. Also, it can be easily seen that the same results hold for other distance metrics, such as L 1 metric.
We now give the proof for Lemma 5.
Proof of Lemma 5. Let p ij be the dual of the line L(p i p j ).
To perform a Query(i, j ) operation, we form a search path π ij in F , from the leaf l i to the leaf l j . Observe that l i and l j may be in the same tree or in different, adjacent trees of F . We say that a node v of T is on the right fringe (left fringe) of π ij if v is not on π ij but it is a right (left) child of a node on π ij . Noting that the query is a decomposable search problem, we can answer Query(i, j ) by determining if p ij is inside I (v) for each v that is a right (left) fringe node of π ij (answering "true" if and only if it is inside them all). Using the approach in [5] , based on fractional cascading technique of Chazelle and Guibas [6, 7] , the answer for Query(i, j ) can be obtained in O(log n) time. Span(i) computation proceeds in a similar way. We form a search path π i in F as follows. We start at l i and go up the corresponding tree T l i storing l i until we find a node with nonempty intersection on the right fringe or we reach the root of T l i . If the root has been reached, we go on a downward path on T l i +1 (if it exists) until we find a node with nonempty intersection on the left fringe. The results in Lemmas 3, 4 and 5 can be combined to obtain an efficient algorithm for solving the min-# problem. Alternatively, we can use Lemma 5 together with the divide and conquer procedure in [2] to obtain the following result.
Lemma 8. Under the condition in Lemma
, for all 1 i < j n, the min-# problem with the infinite beam criterion and L 2 distance metric can be solved in O(n 4/3+δ ) time, where δ > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant.
Proof.
We can obtain the result by applying the divide and conquer procedure in [2] , enhanced with F for constructing a clique cover G of the ε-approximation graph G in O(n 4/3+δ ) time, and then computing a shortest path from p 1 to p n in G in O(|G| + |V |) time. Since the size of the clique cover G of G is O(n 4/3+δ ), the total time to solve the min-# problem is O(n 4/3+δ ).
The main difficulty in applying the technique in [2] is in computing the two sets of segments used in the combine phase of the divide-and-conquer algorithm. Since that phase is dominated by the O(n 4/3+δ ) time to compute canonical subsets for segment intersection queries, to keep the same bound we need to compute the two sets of segments in no more than O(n 4/3+δ ) time. In what follows, we show how to use F to compute these two sets in O(n log 2 n) time. With the infinite beam criterion and L 2 distance metric, the right (or left) rays in [2] are replaced by lines and thus wedges are replaced by double wedges. Therefore, the double cone at p i , for 1 i n/2 , contains a set of lines that pass through p i and intersect the disk D(p k , ε) , for every i k n/2 . Symmetrically, the double cone at p j , for n/2 + 1 j n, contains a set of lines that pass through p j and intersect the disk D(p k , ε), for every n/2 + 1 k j . We can use F to compute the line segment that is the dual of the double cone at p i , for every 1 i n, in a total of O(n log 2 n) time. The computation for some p i is similar to that of Span(i): form a search path π i in F and obtain the line segment l(p i ) by computing the intersection of l(p i ) and I (v) for each node v on (the right/left fringe of) π i . Note that if p n/2 is in some T k ∈ F , then we only need consider the vertices associated with T k and the predecessor and successor of T k in F (if there exists a line p i p j stabbing the disks
where p i is in T k−2 and p j is in T k , then we can have T k−1 starting at p j k−2 +1 and ending at p j , which gives a longer prefix than T k−1 ). The construction of F takes O(n log n) time and can be done in a preprocessing step. Since the computation of the double cones for the combine phase takes O(n log 2 n) time, the combine phase remains dominated by the O(n 4/3+δ ) time to construct the canonical subsets from segment intersection queries. Then, the time recurrence remains S(n) 2S(n/2) + cn 4/3+δ and we obtain the claimed time bound. 2
Although in a special case, this is the first subquadratic result for path approximation with L 2 distance metric. The result is useful especially when the algorithm is used to approximate borders of fat planar regions and terrains, and in medical imaging, where the condition stated in the lemma may be often satisfied. For the general case, as shown below, the query approach matches the time complexity of the best known algorithms for polygonal chain approximation with infinite beam criterion and L 2 distance metric.
Theorem 1.
With the query approach, the min-# problem with infinite beam criterion and L 2 metric can be solved in O(n 2 log n) time and O(n log n) space.
Proof. We note that we can find a solution using only Query(·, ·) operations. For each v i , 1 i < n, there are O(n) Query(i, j ) operations, where i < j n. Since each Query(i, j ) takes O(log n) time the query based algorithm requires O(n 2 log n) time. 2
Note. Some of the ideas in this section can be applied to other, unrelated problems. In particular, we can extend Lemma 4 as follows. Let G be an unweighted directed graph with n vertices, such that for each vertex v i ∈ G, there are edges 
Experimental results
In this section, we report the results of our experiments and give comparisons for three algorithms for solving the min-# problem. The first algorithm corresponds to the iterative, incremental approach presented in Section 2. As mentioned there, the path length at a vertex could be updated more than once during the computation. For the second algorithm, which is also presented in Section 2, we use a breadth first traversal (BFT) approach and put a vertex into a standard queue if the path length of this vertex is updated (the path length at a vertex may be updated at most once). For the third algorithm, we use two priority queues having as keys the indices of vertices of P , such that a dequeue operation on each of the queues returns the largest index in the queue. We have observed that the BFT and priority queue algorithms are much more efficient than the incremental algorithm and the priority queue algorithm has better performance than the BFT algorithm on average. Specifically, we define the following three parameters to compare these algorithms.
• sum_check: the sum of the check time of all vertices in P , where the check time of a vertex is the number of times it is visited during computation.
• max_check: the max value of the check time at a vertex of P .
• sum_edges: the number of ε-approximating edges in the path approximating graph G.
For example, for the path in Fig. 7, (sum_check, max_check, sum_edges) is (90, 9, 54) with the incremental algorithm, (57, 8, 10) with BFT, and (19, 2, 9) with the priority queue algorithm. The path in Fig. 8 gives (4329, 49, 2063) with the incremental algorithm, (3709, 37, 194) with BFT, and (3092, 31, 194) with the priority queue algorithm. We have generated two sets of test data with different error tolerance and varying number of vertices on the path, respectively. In each case of the first set, we randomly generate the same number of points in a 100 * 100 area and test the inputs with different error tolerance ε. In each case of the second set, we randomly generate different number of points in a 10 * 10 area and test the inputs with the same error tolerance. The results are illustrated in Figs. 9-14 and support our conclusion: (1) the incremental approach has the worst performance; (2) the BFT and the priority queue algorithms are much more efficient and (3) on average the priority queue is better than BFT. The difference in running times between the incremental and BFT approach increases as ε increases or n increases. This corresponds to the intuition that BFT should be much faster if coarser approximations are sought. 
Conclusions
We have presented a query based approach for approximating polygonal chains in the plane, with the infinite beam criterion, which matches the worst case time of the best known algorithms for this problem. We also showed that the query based approach can be used to obtain a subquadratic time exact algorithm with infinite beam criterion and Euclidean distance metric if some condition on the input path holds. Although in a special case, this is the first subquadratic result for path approximation with Euclidean distance metric. The data structures we construct can be used to obtain an O(n log n) time, factor 2 approximation algorithm for the problem.
We conjecture that our results, under the condition of Lemma 5, can be extended to the tolerance zone criterion. A technical difficulty is in deciding whether the line segment p i p j intersects all disks with index i < k < j, given that they are intersected by L(p i p j ). It remains an open problem to extend our results for general paths while maintaining subquadratic time.
